CARgo movers
Custom Clearance

Air Freight

We offer our services in custom clearance services at every major
port in the Middle East for import and export consignments.

OTS Cargo provides a full menu of air logistics solutions for
shipments around the globe and for a wide variety of industries.

Transshipment

Ocean Freight

OTS Cargo trucks are always on standby to receive your cargo and
have access to all the major air and sea carriers as standard.

As one of the leading Ocean Freight Forwarders in the region,
we offer efficient sea freight solutions customized to your needs.

Packing Services

Road Transport

Whether transporting by air, sea, road or rail, OTS Cargo ensures
that each and every cargo is suitably packaged, labelled and
secured

OTS provides fast and reliable transportation services
throughout the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Middle East to
meet the requirement of local clients.

Project Management

Warehousing & Distribution

This knowledge and expertise allows the company to consistently
provide successful integrated project management and logistics,
from concept right through to completion.

Keeping in line with warehouse facilities, we are contracted in
using one of the most modern container freight stations.

Total Logistics Service Provider Since 1988
Total Logistics Service Provider Since 1988
www.otscargo.biz

A LEADING CARGO AND
LOGISTICS SERVICE PROVIDER
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
OTS Cargo Movers was founded in 1988, and since then has grown to be a leading name in Saudi Arabia and
the Middle East for its cargo and logistics services. The company has its headquarters in Riyadh, with branches in
Jeddah, Dammam as well as Dubai, UAE. It is the preferred logistics expert by all major blue chip corporations
spread across key service sectors such as Oil and Gas, Healthcare, and Telecommunications as well as by other esteemed clients.
Offering specialized 360-degree logistics support, OTS Cargo Movers are a class apart. The firm has a dedicated
in-house team of licensed clearance brokers that ensures faster, more efficient, streamlined, and timely deliveries.
The company’s expertise further extends to a comprehensive range of cargo services offered, inclusive of air freight,
ocean freight, road transport, transshipment, storage and distribution, as well as tertiary services such as packing
and project management. OTS has achieved remarkable success, specifically in air and ocean freight operations, in
a relatively short span of time. The entire gamut of cargo services and logistics support they provide is what sets the
company apart from its competition. Moreover, continued patronage from major clients, clubbed with dedicated
personalized services offered by OTS Cargo has resulted in the value added success that the company enjoys to date.
OTS Cargo Movers has received two Bureau Veritas certifications, which stand as evidence to the quality of the
company’s services. Giving utmost importance to this aspect, OTS Cargo is a committed group that believes in continued progress, by adopting new technologies and improved ways of servicing their clients and maintaining high
standards of reliability and quality to meet customer requirements with Quality Management Systems in place.
Employees at OTS Cargo Movers have years of experience and expertise in diverse cargo services, and strictly adhere to quality compliance policies and objectives set by the organization. This encourages them to ensure client
requirements are met with utmost dedication and enthusiasm.
Over the years, OTS Cargo Movers has diversified its activities as well as branched out to different locations in the
Middle East. They have an impressive growing portfolio of port terminal investments and agency networks that
ensure enhanced logistics support. Today, 32 years since its foundation, OTS Cargo remains true to its roots – to
provide quality cargo and moving services while continuing to build and retain long-term trusted partnerships
with customers of all size and scale.

why ots?
Personalized excellence – Our commitment to excellence does
not end with traditional freight forwarding. It goes a step further
by ensuring that your shipment has reached its destination in
perfect condition. Our extensive global agency network helps us in
delivering on this commitment.
Quality at its best – We maintain our position as one of the
leading quality service providers in the logistics industry. This
success is owed to our experienced, loyal, and self-motivated staff.
Committed to complete customer satisfaction – We commit
ourselves to provide complete customer satisfaction in every
aspect of the services we offer. This has always been our focus.
Licensed clearance brokers – With a focus on delivering optimum
quality services, we have an in-house team of licensed clearance
brokers, which ensures shipments get delivered quickly and
without any clearance hassles.
Better services – We offer the most comprehensive logistics
solutions that are unparalleled and tailored to suit individual
requirements.
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